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Late on Monday evening, 22 October, the

director of the U.S. Centers for Disease Con-

trol and Prevention (CDC) settled into a Wash-

ington hotel room for a ritual familiar to

bureaucrats who regularly brief lawmakers: a

late-night cram session with a three-ringed

briefing binder. Julie Gerberding,  was testify-

ing the next morning before the Senate Envi-

ronment and Public Works committee, which

was holding the first-ever Senate session on

the health impacts of climate change. Next to

her was a 12-page summary of the scientific

issues, prepared by agency researchers, to be

distributed at the hearing.

But shortly before the hearing began,

Gerberding learned that the White House

Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

had slashed the handout in half. Gone were

details on how climate change could worsen

allergic diseases, exacerbate deadly heat

waves, and broaden the geographic range of

infectious diseases. Gerberding didn’t flinch.

As she presented her 3-minute opening state-

ment, a slide listed asthma, allergies, and

harmful algal blooms as “potential negative

health impacts.” She expanded on those issues

in response to questions from the committee

chair, Senator Barbara Boxer (D–CA), and

other members. The cuts didn’t come up.

But the matter didn’t end there. Within

hours, reporters had their hands on the original

version. It asserted, among other things, that

the United States “is expected to see an

increase in the severity, duration, and fre-

quency of extreme heat waves” and that stud-

ies showed higher urban temperatures could

increase ground-level ozone, worsening

asthma and “chronic lung diseases.”

Why was her written testimony altered so

severely? A White House spokesperson said

the edits were done because details “didn’t

align with” the conclusions of the Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the

group of thousands of scientists whose reports

earned it this year’s Nobel Peace Prize

(Science, 19 October, p. 372). The president’s

science adviser, John Marburger, went into

more detail 2 days later in a rare explanation of

his role. Marburger said staff found “appropri-

ate connections between climate change and

human health” in the draft but criticized “sev-

eral nuanced but important differences

between the IPCC report’s findings and the

draft testimony.”

Boxer called the editing the latest example

of the White House “interfering [with] the sci-

entific facts.” And in private, CDC scientists

were outraged. “They gutted it,” said one. “For

them to say that other agencies had a problem

with it is just a weak cover … for suppressing

the science.” Gerberding says she got across

her message, namely, that “from a public

health perspective that climate change is an

important … issue.” But she told Science that

she regrets that the incident has “raised ques-

tions about the credibility of the CDC science.”

Central to the controversy is whether

Gerberding had accurately represented what’s

known about the effects of climate change on

global health. On heat waves, IPCC this year

assigned “medium confidence” to the asser-

tion that climate change has already led to

“increased heat-wave related deaths.” OMB

removed words in the CDC handout describ-

ing the “likelihood of higher mortality”

among the elderly from a heat wave. (In her

oral remarks, Gerberding mentioned the more

than 25,000 fatalities linked to the 2003 heat

wave in Europe but focused on how U.S. offi-

cials were dealing with the problem.)

In terms of infectious diseases, the IPCC’s

2007 report mentioned a recent study showing

a Vibrio bacteria outbreak in oysters “linked to

atypically high temperatures in Alaskan

coastal waters.” It noted that extreme spring

rains in North America and Europe “may

explain” patterns in cryptosporidiosis bacter-

ial disease. Both examples were cut from the

handout and went unmentioned at the hearing.

Gerberding, an infectious-disease scien-

tist,  says her role didn’t require her “to go into

detail on every single complication of climate

change. … Rarely, if ever, does the written tes-

timony get read [by the public].” But Rick

Piltz, formerly of the White House Climate

Change Science Program, disagrees. “The

official statement on a problem from the

top-ranking public health off icial  to

Congress? It matters.”

Those familiar with the process say the

testimony, submitted to the White House

5 days before the hearing, was vetted by agen-

cies including NASA, the Environmental
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A matter of words. Senator Barbara Boxer (D–CA)
and CDC Director Julie Gerberding (right) confer
before a hearing on health impacts of climate change.

Cutting-edge science. Science adviser John
Marburger suggested removing parts of Gerberding’s
scheduled Senate testimony.
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Protection Agency, and Marburger’s Office of

Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). But

Gerberding said none of the comments she

saw were “showstoppers.” OSTP, for example,

took issue with specific wording on hurri-

canes, food scarcity, and mental health. An

OSTP official says that the office “had no

problem” with sections on infectious diseases

and heat waves but that “I don’t know what

happened to our edits,” which were submitted

on Monday. Marburger’s statement said that

OSTP “did not seek to redact sections.”

Gerberding says she’s skeptical of the

OSTP assertion that OMB’s heavy editing was

necessary because of insufficient time to rec-

oncile the various comments, calling that “just

a hypothesis.” She’s asked her staff to review

the 12-page draft and the vetting process “to

make sure this doesn’t happen again.”

If the goal was to suppress the issue, exten-

sive media coverage suggests that the attempt

failed. Gerberding says she’d be pleased if the

flap about her testimony leads to more talk

about CDC’s role in studying climate change,

calling it “a silver lining.” She says she has tried

to “get this issue on the map for public health,

and I will continue to do so.” –ELI KINTISCH
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SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA—One unsung hero

in the weeklong battle against the massive

wildfires that devastated southern California

last week was an unmanned Predator B air-

plane, originally designed to gather intelli-

gence for the military. By providing firefight-

ers with up-to-the-minute data on the many

conflagrations, it helped in the coordination

of firefighting efforts that spared many lives

and structures—including the venerable

Palomar Observatory.

The plane now flies for NASA and the

U.S. Forest Service, which have outfitted it

with state-of-the-art, thermal-infrared sen-

sors to help firefighters decide where to do

battle. The 5-year demonstration project,

dubbed Ikhana after the Native American

Choctaw word for “aware” or “intelligent,”

transmitted hot-spot data to a satellite. Within

15 minutes, fire command centers all over

San Diego received color-coded Google Map

images that indicated the temperature on the

ground at different locales. “The fire com-

manders love the data,” says aerospace engi-

neer Brent Cobleigh, who leads the project

from NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center

inside Edwards Air Force Base.

The Forest Service for 40 years has relied

on images from piloted planes, notes Everett

Hinkley, a lead investigator on the project who

is based at the Forest Service’s Remote Sens-

ing Applications Center in Salt Lake City,

Utah. Ikhana represents a technological step

up, he says, with a novel sensor that can pene-

trate smoke and delineate hot spots by detect-

ing temperature differences as small as 0.5° up

to 1000°C. “We can get very finite and fine

temperature discrimination from surface

events,” says Vincent Ambrosia, Ikhana’s prin-

cipal investigator at NASA’s Ames Research

Center at Moffett Field, which

developed the sensor.

Ikhana’s near-real-time infor-

mation is also a huge improve-

ment. Piloted airplanes don’t have

this equipment and can only trans-

mit their data by airdrops or after

they land, so several hours often

pass before firefighters receive it.

“In an environment like southern

California, with very high winds

and fires moving rapidly, thermal

imagery can be out-of-date

quickly,” says Hinkley. NASA

hopes eventually to transfer that

capability to piloted planes.

Ikhana’s pilots sit in a trailer at

NASA’s Dryden Center, so the

plane can fly into dense smoke

plumes or high winds without put-

ting a crew’s life in danger. Ikhana

can circle a hot spot for hours on end, for exam-

ple, and fly for as many as 30 hours straight,

assignments that would severely stress an

onboard crew. Ikhana made its first flights over

fires in August, but the dozen fires that burned

in San Diego County last week put it to a

tougher test. “Everything’s happening a lot

faster,” said Ambrosia on Friday, 26 October,

the third day of Ikhana’s San Diego mission.

That day, the plane flew over the Poomacha

fire, which came within several kilometers of

the Palomar Observatory. Owned and oper-

ated by the California Institute of Technology,

the observatory’s five telescopes include the

508-cm “Big Eye.” Astronomer W. Scott

Kardel, a spokesperson for the observatory

who had to evacuate his own home nearby,

said, “I don’t know of a fire that’s ever been

this big of a threat here.”

Fortunately for the observatory, the

Poomacha fire was one of the last to break out.

“Many other fires had reached their conclu-

sion, and support from across the state had

arrived,” says Kardel. “If we had been first to

break out, we’d be talking about what a great

place this used to be.”

With the demonstration project coming

to an end, researchers are awaiting word on

a funding request to sustain the effort.

Money  isn’t the only hurdle, however.

Strict rules about flying unmanned aircraft

in prime national airspace (Ikhana flies at

an altitude of 7 km) make it diff icult to

secure permission for each flight. And

NASA’s mission to develop these technolo-

gies doesn’t cover responding to natural

disasters. That puts Ikhana’s future as a

firefighter up in the air. –JON COHEN

Drone Spy Plane Helps Fight California Fires
NATURAL DISASTERS

Getting the picture. Thermal-infrared images from the
unmanned Ikhana (inset) helped firefighters battle the Poomacha
fire near San Diego’s Palomar Observatory.
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